
Naive Actor versus Knowing Researcher?! 

Breaking New Boundaries in De|constructionist Research 

  

 

It must be credited to de|constructionist approaches to have successfully disclosed 

certain taken for granted phenomena as socially created, situationally negotiated, 

institutionally shaped, and discursively reproduced. In the case of identity claims, 

deconstructionist approaches mostly have aimed to unmask them as a political practice, 

which exploits the concept in order to legitimize a social order that benefits a particular 

group. Such analysis often involves a sharp critique towards so called essentialist practices. 

This paper proposes to recognize such critiques as discursive practices of boundary making 

within de|constructionist research. Without completely delegitimizing the critique of social 

constructions, it is necessary to sharpen awareness towards practices of differentiation created 

by research. The paper follows two aims. On the one hand, it will point out that such 

practices of dichotomisation of science and every day life within the social sciences might be 

a desideratum worth exploring. On the other hand it tackles the question of how 

de|constructionist research might overcome practices which establish the knowing, reflective, 

and critically thinking social researcher in contrast to actors outside the scientific sphere as 

being naive, non-reflective, and maybe even potentially driven by base motives. 

 The paper builds on three main assumptions. It argues that every day life actors and 

professional practitioners are, firstly, not acting naively or unreflective; secondly that they are 

receptive towards academic critique; and thirdly that, because of the first two assumptions, 

they might even try to find alternative and “better” ways of articulations and practices. It is 

suggested that research must open its focus for these practices and find new ways to 

recognize them. To break the newly created (or maybe traditional?) boundary of science 

versus every day life, I suggest – building on a study on regional identity by Rost et al. 

(2007) – taking up the political concept of strategic essentialism once formulated by Spivak. 

Transforming it into a heuristic instrument might be a viable possibility to unbolt 

de|constructionist research perspectives for every day practices which recognize the 

challenges of anti-essentialism, share the critique towards collective identity articulations 

while maybe even operating with the concept at the same time. 
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